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"Ethics is in origin the art of recommending to others the sacrifices required
for cooperation with oneself

aenrana tiusseil

-
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Liz Miller

Sara Taggart
Staff

Apr. 10 will begin the first of the
sessions for online registration at the

Two Wooster. juniors were
chosen to receive Goldwater
Scholarships for next year.
Read about their achievement

College.
Though the Office of the Registrar
is prepared for the worst, Registrar
Bob Blair said, "We're anticipating it
will go smoothly." During times
for registration, members from
Information Technology and the
Registrar will be on hand in the
Wired Scot as well as the First-Ye- ar
Advising Center to immediately help
students having trouble.
To ensure that each student's

Laura McHugh
Chief Staff Writer
Editor Cory Smith

writes about the new sculpture gracing the campus mall.

See if you agree
page

with him on

LL.

Features covers "everything
IS., " including Sally Whitman

a

student who will
graduate this year after completing I.S. See pages 4 and 5.
.

and general registration logo's to keep registering online for the first time a painless process.

online registration experience will be
Though it used to be a part of the
as smooth as the registrar hopes, the
registration process that some stVoice has sought answers, to questions udents were
able to avoid, advising
that may plague students during the conferences are a mandatory
compomoments before registration.
nent of this process.
All students should have received
Advisors are responsible for giving
registration packets through campus the Office of the Registrar th green
mail. Though the Office of the light for registration. Students who
Registrar had initially planned on have not completed these conferences
sending the packets on Fricjay, Mar. by the time they are slated to
register
31, they decided to delay the release
will find themselves able to access the
of Degree Audits and registration
system but unable to submit their
information until Monday, Apr. 3.
selections.
Blair said on Friday that this was
Registration times are staggered
because the Office found a way to over a number of days, beginning
at 7
replicate the "equitable registration"
p.m. on Apr. 10, with the last first- that was part of the arena registra- - year students registering on Apr; 28.
tion process.
Once all class years' individual regis- -

tration times are completed, the

sys-

tem will reopen to all students for
open registration, which begins May
and continues through June 15.
In addition to advisor approval,
students must be
financially, otherwise an error message
will appear on the screen, prohibiting
the student from completing registration until the Registrar is contacted to reverse the student's file and
1

up-to-d-

access.

'

,
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.

For specific information and guidelines on searching for courses, using
course synonyms for the express registration feature and how to success
fully navigate the ScotWeb site, see
page 2.

ized King Kong on purpose, to
cement what they believed to be an
ancestral relationship between primates and humans. This relationship
was a hot topic at that time, since the
Scopes trial of 1925 had recently put
the theory of evolution into the
.tf

.

"In every way 'King Kong' is a wonder of the world," said Pat Day, a professor of English and Cinema Studies
afOberlin College. Day, a Tongtime
aficionado of the 1933 movie, said he
has "a life-lointerest in film."
On Thursday, Mar. 30 in Severance
Hall, he presented a lecture discussing
the wonders of the 1933 cinematic
classic. Phi Alpha Theta, Wooster's
chapter of the National Honor
Society for history students, sponsored the lecture. ' A screening of the
film
on
Wednesday
preceded
Thursday's lecture.
"King Kong" is the story of a film
crew that goes to a tropical island in
search of a legendary monster. Led
by crazed director Karl Denham
(Robert Armstrong), the crew finds
more than they bargained for when
"the
ot
monster, known to the
island natives as Kong, takes a fancy
to female lead Ann Darrow (Fay
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Day takes serious look at 1933 "Kong" film
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Take the Features quiz! Test

your celebrity trivia: What I.S.
titles would they come up
with? See page 5.

mm

The Spring Dance Concert is
this weekend, running Apr. 6-8.

See page

6.
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After Ann is kidnapped by the
natives and sacrificed to Kong, members of the film crew follow her into
the heart of "Skull Island," encountering gigantic beasts along the way.
They save Ann, and in the process
inoculate Kong with gas bombs and
bring him back to New York City to
display
him
on
Broadway.
Everything goes horribly wrong
when Kong escapes and runs amok,
destroying parts of the Big Apple in
his search for Ann. The movie ends
when Kong, after climbing the
Empire State building, is shot by military airplanes and falls to his death.
"Directors
Cooper
and
Schoedsak started as documentary

i

munity returned to a housing warning.
The warning came in an
from
Danielle Schantz, Interim Director of
Residence Life, sent to the Greek
Listserv on Monday Mar. 27. It said,
"Housing assignments for all Greek
members, who are not already housed,
are suspended until Bissman Hall is
filled." The
warned the Greek
community that if it failed to fill
Bissman, "some or all of the building
will be removed from Greek housing."
"Since the time we received the initial
Greek rosters and applications," said
Schantz, "it was obvious that the groups
would not fill the building. ... As you
can imagine, we cannot aflbrd to allow a
building to remain one-thiempty
when we have such a tight housing site-m-ail

Wooster track finished up
their indoor season in the
NCAC Championships,
and
kicked off the spring season
with the Wooster Invitational.
See page 8 for details.
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To highlight he

lecture and movie screening', an anonymous
history professor dressed up as the legendary King Kong
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).

self-conscio-

makers of primitive people," said
Day. They bring this sensibility into
the making of Kong. ... Cooper, especially, comes from a tradition of documentary filmmaking."
Day said "King Kong," when it was
first released, was both an experience
and an event. "If it looks corny and
artificial," he said, speaking to contemporary audiences about the
impact of the film on a 1930s audience, "just imagine Lord of the Rings
and Star Wars put together."
Day said the movie was a huge
gamble for
(RK0) Pictures. The movie's enormous success saved RK0 from bankruptcy. The original production cost
was $600,000, a huge sum, Day said,
especially during the Depression era.
However, in the first month after it
opened, the movie recouped its origi- Radio-Keith-Orphe-

(IGC)

After two weeks of spring break
vacation, members of the Greek com"

k'

I

um

Greek housing scare:
Bissman is still home
Laura McHugh
Chief Staff Writer

e-m-ail

rd

uation on campus."
Schantz said the clubs and sections
always insist on living together, but
have problems filling Bissman, "even

though there are more than enough
Greek students on campus to fill the
building." Schantz said RcsLife decided
that the Greek community needed to
solve the problem for themselves.
Kristin Santose,
k
Council
Inter-Gree-

"There w as definitely a Scopes trial
,"
said Day. "The directors were
conscious of and accepted the continuity in nature."
"They saw no division between
humans and animals," said Day.
Another way the directors showed
this similarity between humans and
primates was to transmit the barbaric
tendencies of animals to humans. In
the movie, Denham is the real beast,
not Kong. Day describes Denham as
"the monstrous showman."
"The tone of the movie is so hard
to know," said Day, "because it is so
of being a movie."
"Kong," in effect, is a movie about,
making a movie.
Day said the
Denham's character is a mirror image
of Director Cooper. He said Cooper
uses Denham to criticize the trend in
Hollywood of requiring a female lead
and a romance sub-pl- ot
re
in
tie-in-

nal production cost.
The film, he said, is seen as a reflection of the times. "Ann is clearly a
victim of the depression." Day al so
said the film has "representations of
race." When the film crew arrives on
the island, they encounter natives.
Day recognizes the apparent discrepancy in the fact that natives on a
remote island in the Pacific are played
by African American actors.
"In
Hollywood, in the 1930s, native
equaled African," said Day. "So in
this way the film participates in a
larger discourse of race."
One thing moviegoers will note
when watching the film is that there
are several scenes in which the action
has slowed down, and the camera
focuses on Kong's surprisingly
human-lik- e
behavior.
Day said that the directors human

,

us

action-adventu-

movies.
Day said the movie is revolutionary
in itself because of how it was made.

These days, audiences take for granted the CGI effects in movies, but
when "bipng" came out, audiences
were caught completely unawares.
"There's a remarkable seamlessness
to this movie," said Day referring to
the film techniques that put actors in
shots with Kong, which was actually
an
model covered in rabbit
fur. Day showed several clips from
18-in- ch

See "Kong," page

2

Pleasant lectures as part of
"Sustainable World" Symposium
Mt.

said, "IGC held an

co-presid-ent,

emergency meeting earlier this week
and came up with ' a plan to fill
Bissman." According to Santose, the
plan included allowing "a few independents andor social members to live with
groups."
Jack Boyd,
of IGC, said
that under the new proxscd plan
"Bissman will be 95 percent filled."
'The only restrictions on this process
are the use of social members and
members of Phi Omega Sigma," said
Schantz's
At press time, the Omegas' status as
Bissman residents is unknown, according to Santose.
By midweek, memlxTs of IGC and
RcsLife had still not resolved the issue,
but agreed that it needed to lx- done
quickly. "This is a problem that atlects
more than just the students living in the

0

co-presid-ent

i
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building,"

said Schantz.

Since room

draw begins next week, Schantz said, "it
would not be fair to hold up the process
because these groups have not yet
solved their housing situation."
"There may still be issues to resolve,"
said Dean of Students Kurt Holmes,
"but I am very pleased that IGC took
the effort seriously."
"We're confident that it will be
resolved in the next few days," said
Santose, "our plan was pretty solid, but
there's no way to know for sure."

Jane

Mt.

Pleasant, Associate Professor at Cornell

University and Director of Outreach for the American Indian
Program presented "Science and Sustainability: Lessons
from an Indigenous Cropping System" on Tuesday. The
lecture was sponsored by the Environmental Analysis and
Action Grant, funded by the Henry Luce Foundation, as well
as several student groups. Mt. Pleasant focused on soil and

cropping systems (Poto by Karin Johnson).
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Section Editor:
Sara Taggart

iews
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guide to painless registration Film seen
as groundbreaking
course schedule before their
registration times in order to expedite
the process. Once students have logged
in, they can obtain course schedules
under the "Academic Resources" headside of the
line on the right-han- d
"Scotweb for Students" page.
A PDF file, the course schedule is
organized by major and is printable. It
mirrors the paper schedule students
received before registration prior to
updated

CAS approved to

remain a major
The Cultural Area Studies major
has been approved despite some efforts
to discontinue it. There had been concern- over the future of the major as
the Educational Policy Committee had
recommended that the CAS program
be dissolved.
The CAS major will continue to be
offered in accordance with its current
requirements.

fall 2005.

Kong
continued from p.

1

the movie in which this technique, an
inset, was used.
The movie also was groundbreak-

Students who know what courses
they are looking for or who simply wish ing for its original score, written by
to peruse selections by time, day, major Max Steiner. "It's one of the first
films to have an accurate sound
and other categories may do so by clickand synching," said Day.
ing the "Search for Sections" option
by
"King Kong" has been
under the headline "Registration." In
order to complete a successful search, at Hollywood twice: in 1973, starring
least two fields must be filled in, one of Jeff Bridges and Jessica Lange and in
The Ohio
which must be the term in which the 2005, when Peter Jackson directed
Association (OSLHA) named
"OmKH,tH tfcfl
Naomi Watts, Adrien Brody and Jack
class is taking place.
,
Emily Foreman, a senior communica- riHI ttvfcMrw
Black in a remake of what Jackson
Know Your Synonyms
tion.sciences and disorders major, the
called "his biggest inspiration in filmStudents who know exactly which
College's Outstanding Student of the
Year, according to a press release
courses they plan" on taking can speed making."
In his lecture Day did not mention
from the College news service.
up the registration process by selecting
the "Express Reg." option. This option the 1973 film, but said he wasn't very
Foreman received the award on
fond of Jackson's 2005 remake. Day
Mar. 10 in recognition of not only her
is available by selecting, from the
excellent academic record but also for
ScotWeb for Students screen, the said Jackson's "great defect" is that
outstanding leadership, interpersonal
"Register for Sections" option under the "he wants to tell us what to think of
skills, and dedication to the ideals of
"Registration" headline. The fastest way Kong" whereas Cooper and Schoedsak
A
the profession. The award gives
to complete express registration is to allow the audience to come to their
04
"
own conclusions.
know your synonyms.
Foreman free membership to the socithree-dig- it
In the 1933 version, King Kong was
A
is
an
for
and
entire year
access to
ety
synonym the two or
fc
j
,
a
in
the
and
other
in
"scary monster," said Day, adding
resources.
number found
journals
parentheses
;;
when
column
is
a
"Section Name and Title"
that Peter. Jackson didn't jieed to
professional, nonThe OSLHA
directprove that he could create scary mon
profit organization that provides
searching for sections online or
secsters, he had already done that with
for audiologists and
ly beneath the course number and
resources
speech-languation in the PDF version of the course "The Lord of the Rings" films. Day -pathologists in the
Ohio to support their research and
also said that Jackson wasn't ready to
catalogue.
The screen on top is a shot of the "search for courses" page.
Wil Burton '05, intern for the Office make "Kong" because he thinks the
practices.
The screen on bottom shows the "express registration" page. of the Registrar, said the synonym director was unsure of who he was,
page of the Wooster Web site and can "kind of functions like the call number Karl Denham or Ann Darrow.
Liz Miller
be accessed at any time before or after' does now."
The ending of the 1933 version is
t
a student's actual registration time slot.
Burton said that by knowing syntragic in itself. The audience, after
Sara Taggart
According to Registrar Robert Blair, onyms and using express registration, coming to empathize with the giant
Voice Staff .
In the Mar. 29 meeting of SGA, the
ScotWeb is compatible with all browser he was able to complete a mock regisape, loses him tragically as he falls to
Dress rehearsals are overfor ScotH 'eb, the and- - computer combinations with the tration during demos and simulations in
College Republicans were granted a
his death from the top of the Empire
College of Nboster's new online registraseat with the association.
State building.
exception of Internet Explorer on under one minute.
The College Republicans have been tion program. On Apr. 10, rising seniors Macintosh computers. "We thought it
Completed in 1931, Day said the
They Registered, and It Was Good
will participate in the first real-tiactively seeking a seat on SGA for sevperIn the final days before registration,
was going to be ready," said Blair, "but it
Empire State building was "referred
.
eral weeks, and the SGA has been formance.
was not." He added that DataTel, the the Office of the Registrar is taking
to as a wonder of the world at that
The Wooster Voice has developed a College's database- software, is working ...precautions to. make sure everything time."
debating the topic. President Jonathan
Hartschuh '07 proposed a model practical guide to make online registration, i .on. fixing the. .problem,- but,. students runs smoothly."-.(,.- '
i,
j "Inia ' dark, cement, crowded
:!
as easy and painless as possible.
wherein campus organizations that
world, Kong the monster is
'.AVe're taking feedback and we know
should not count on tve bug being tixed ,
wanted a seat on SGA would be grantby the time they register.
there are a few glitches," said Blair,, who more like us and has a tremendous
ed one if they could petition for 100
Getting Started
Students can access ScotWeb by heard from 25 students at an Apr. 4 sense of human fragility."
Alter reviewing the'
signatures. This proposal was voted
using their Novell Wooster network, demonstration.
The question then becomes, said
on, losing by one vote.
instructions in your campus mail packi.e. Scotmail) usernames and passwords.
His office will complete a final
Day, "If Kong can be a victim of the
et, logging in to the program should be
Rather than utilize Hartschuh's promodern world, how can there be any
of the process on Monday,
Searching for Courses
posal, SGA decided to vote instead on
easy. The ScotWeb logo is on the main
Students should have reviewed the before upper-clas- s
begins.
hope for the rest of us?
registration
whether or not to give the College
Republicans a seat. The result of this
vote was that the College Republicans
He has
physics and mathematics.
scholarship. She said, "I was very forwould be granted a seat on SGA for
done research for the past two sumtunate to receive a second chance this
the remainder of the year.
mers at Wooster and has also con
year. I am ecstatic to receive such an
SGA hopes to create a policy on how
.
Columbia honor."
ducted
research
at
student organizations could gain seats
Goldwater
M.
University. He said, "I got where I am
The
Barry
on SGA, and plans to make a provision
through my love of physics and mathScholarship Program began in 1986
for the situation in future revisions of
ematics."
to "foster and encourage excellence in
their constitution.
Timmers '07 has been doing science and mathematics," according
WORLD
research in the chemistry department
to the Goldwater Web site. It is
under Dr. Paul Edmiston since her awarded to students who have been
first year. She has also presented her successful academically and who are
'
research at two National American pursuing careers in the fields of
Chemical Society conferences. She
mathematics, natural sciences or engiher
academic
compliments
success
to
neering.
PARIS (AP)
A crowd of youths
in
the
and
both
Wooster
In a recent press release, Wooster's
class
faculty
swarmed a plaza in downtown Paris
labs.
research
Goldwater
Faculty Representative
Tuesday, ripping up street signs and
"I am especially am grateful for my
John Lindner, also the head of the
throwing rocks at police at the end of
advisor, Dr. Edmiston, with whom I physics department, commented on
the largest of mostly peaceful protests
have conducted research for the past
the honor of have two Goldwater
occurring in reaction to France's new
two years," she said. "He has been an Scholars chosen in one year at a liberjob law.
amazing advisor and has expanded al arts college.
Police used tear gas and rubber pelmy knowledge so much since my
He also added that both Poprocki
lets to help break up the riot on the
arrival at Wooster by teaching me to and Timmers have had significant
Left Bank as they charged into the
ask questions, challenge theories and
involvement to summer research procrowd and arrested youths.
develop new strategies for finding grams at Wooster.
Though violent, the protest was less
answers."
For more information about the
intense than previous marches and its
As a sophomore, Timmers was Goldwater Scholarship program, visit
accompanying national strike was
nominated but did not receive the http: www.act.orgeo1dwater.
ineffective. The Paris
violence

Foreman '06 receives
OSLHA high honor
Speech-Language-Heari-
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Juniors chosen as
'

Goldwater Scholars
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French protest youth
labor law by march
-

appeared to involve extremists from
both the left and right as well as
youths from tougher suburbs.
"It is giving them too much credit to
ascribe an ideology to them. These are
just hoodlums, who come to break and
pillage. I'm not sure there is an ideology behind all this" Interior Minister
Nicolas Sarkozy said.
Police estimate that around 84,000
people were involved in the Paris
protests, with more than one million
people participating around the
country. According to union organizers, the figures are closer to 700,000
for the capital and three million
nationwide.
Compiled by Lizzy Druga

The

Voice would like

ers that last week's

to remind

read-

Vict issue was

satire.

Though we at the Voice strive for
perfection, we sometimes fall short.
Please send all corrections
to

voicewooster.edu.
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Stephen Poprocki '07 and Margaret Timmers '07 were chosen
to receive the Goldwater Scholarship, awarded this year to
only 323 students chosen nationwide (Photo by Mac Buehler).
Emily Alward
Voice Staff Writer

Poprocki

majoring in physics and
a chemistry "hiajor.
Fellow student Daniel Shai '07, a
physics and chemistry double major,
received an honorable
mention
through the Goldwater Scholarship
program.
Poprocki was surprised when he
received the award. "While I was on
spring break, I woke up one morning
and checked my
he said.
"I had two new messages waiting
for me: an invitation to do summer
research at Caltech, and the news of
being selected for the Goldwater
Scholarship. It took a while to sink in,
I couldn't believe it."
actually
Poprocki dropped out of high
school in grade 10, but spent many
late nights in his room studying by
himself
to achieve a diploma.
Although he covered the standard
high itchool curriculum, he focused on

Timmers

is

is

--

Two
Wooster
students
Margaret Timmers '07 and Stephen
have been chosen as
Poprocki '07
Goldwater Scholars for the 200(5-0- 7
academic year. The scholarships that
Timmers and Poprocki will receive
are to assist the students with the cost
of books, tuition and other academic
expenses for the duration of their
senior year at Wooster up to $7,500.
Students are nominated to receive
the Goldwater scholarship by teachers
and faculty at colleges and universities
across the country. They are chosen
based on academic merit in mathematics, engineering, science and computer-relafields. The minimum grade
ted
p'lint iiveragc for consideration as a
'
,.ici .s( linlar is a S.fio,

e-m- ail,"
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Sculpture decision
needed more input
In many ways, the new sculpture
on campus is a welcome addition to
the College. It is nice to see that our
campus can be a place for art and cul-

ture that is free and open to anyone.
Although not everyone sees the
immediate meaning behind the
sculpture, it is certainly art and
should be appreciated as such. At the
same time, the sculpture sits in the
most beautiful part on our campus
and is a blemish on the picturesque
Kauke mall.

It would be one thing if the poor
decision regarding the placement of
the sculpture were the result of a
general consensus of the campus
community. However, it was not and
there should have been more input
from other faculty members and students before several feet of concrete
made the issue a moot point.
The faculty are valuable members
of the cpllege community and it is
hard to believe that the placement of

The sculpture loses its appeal in current location

ad-h- oc

Weeks and weeks ago, when I first
noticed the construction of a concrete slab and eventually a pedestal in
front of Scovel Hall, I was quite perplexed
why would something so
permanent go right there, outside the
line of trees, all
alone?
The buzz
about the latest
addition to our

To the editors:
This letter is intended to show my support for the Nick Cross column. I
will sorely miss the witty commentary with minimal sports information that
graces the last page of your magnificent paper. I'm sure I am not the only
one w ho would profess their love for the column and in doing so make themselves vulnerable to public ridicule possibly even an occasional egg to the
noggin.
Yet to continue the year possessing the knowledge that your paper will be
without Nick Cross next semester makes my heart break and my soul weep. I
feel that continuing to read the paper would only serve as a weekly reminder
of what I had lost and would only cause my already broken heart to turn to
dust needing to be swept up by the loyal Wooster Maintenance Crew. Is it
possible to replace perfection?
Nick Cross, I salute you. Your skill knows no bounds and the words you
write flow along the page like an overpaid NBA player sails across the court.
You shall be missed.

'The

Hickey calls for tradition
To the editors:
I must take serious issue with the editorial that appeared in
the April
IVoostrr Vice, entitled, "Respect students who have sex in the library." As your
editorial staff should realize from the article on page 6, "College enforces new
dress code," sex will no longer be permitted anywhere on campus, especially in
the Libraries, beginning in spring 2007.
Since the new policy is designed to enhance Wooster's image as an
school of the 1950s and early '60s, when sex was still unknown
on college campuses, it would be wholly inappropriate to tolerate, let alone
facilitate and "respect," it in the Libraries.
And since the College will be encouraging pipe smoking in the Libraries,
students will find it difficult to do any heavy breathing there. (Of course, "the
ban on food and drink in the Libraries, which was suspended in 1995, will have
to be reintroduced.) Your article failed to mention that, in order to reduce
temptation, the College will also eliminate all coed housing, and female students will be locked in their residence halls every night at 8:00 p.m., for their
own protection. (Male students will continue to be free to use the Libraries
until closing time, w hich will be moved back from 1:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.)
Given these new policies, we ask that any sexual activity in the Libraries be
reported immediately so that it can be photographed and documented (for
judicial purposes).
1

Ivy-League-t- ype

Damon D. Hickey, Ph.D.
Director of Libraries

The Voice welcomes letters to the editors
Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrivelothe
Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
Please send letters via
hard
mail
The Wooster Voice, College
to
Letters can also be sent by
.
of Wooster, Wooster, O! I
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given.

Furthermore, it is important for
any community, including our own
college community, to have public art.
While we can all look at the statue of
Abe outside Andrews Library and

,
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the
not

My

.

,.
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t simPfy does not fit where 'lt currently stands."
f
the symmetry on
of the
,

gaudy and disrupts
the academic mall. The aggressive
colors make it stand out against
green grass, brown trees and white
brick buildings. Frankly, it doesn't fit
where it stands.
However, after spending some time
taking in the statue, I came to appreciate it. Though I'm certainly not a
credible art critic, I feel that it holds
certain elements that pieces of art
should contain.
The magnitude of the statue

sculpture, though. As I men- tioned before, "Double Core" lies in
an inappropriate location. Thesym- metry of the College mall is disrupt- euJ uecause 01r.imis audition, and it
detracts from the surrounding buildings. Furthermore, "Double Core"
will not be fully appreciated in this
location. While interesting, it simply
does not fit where it currently stands.
Students have taken an active role
in voicing their dissent with the location of the sculpture. At the Mar. 29
.

I

-

.

'

ma"y hold
location have the
potential to attract vandals to its site
Though it was certainly a complex
process to, in effect, "plant" this
sculoture in its current lnr.ti
most certainly not permanent.
To the powers that be: please listen
to student outcries and consider
restoring the symmetry that once
existed on the College mall.
Cory is the managing editor of the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at

csmith2wooster.edu

Sex offenders a growing problem
Country needs stronger laws to battle offenders
Recently, in Columbus, Ohio a
man was arrested after
admitting to local police that he

"09

SGA meeting, an ad hoc committee
was formed to discover exactly why a
piece of art such as "Double Core"
would be placed in that particular
location on campus.

:

.

Cross will be deeply missed

attracts attention, and may force
some people to appreciate the art
which we have generously been

There is at least one petition coursing through the student body to have
the sculpture moved. People are,
quite frankly, pissed that the aesthetic
appreciate it for exactly what it is, it
of the College mall has been disruptdoesn't make us think nearly as hard
ed by a piece of modern art.
campus, a
as "Double Core" does.
For the sake of the campus and for
sculpture creatTo all who have not taken the time
the sake of the piece of art and its
ed by artist
to take a thoughtful look at the sculpsafety, it is important that these opinMelKendrick
ture, stare at it from all sides. It
ions be considered. We all know that
corysmith
entitled
would be a great shame to hate this
pieces of our campus are vandalized
Double Core,"
art without taking the time to fully
on a regular basis (one can see overis overwhelmingly negative. In fact
appreciate it.
turned trash cans on our campus
according to the student poll on
This is not to say I like all aspects
nearly every weekend), and it would
Wooster's Web site.
be shameful for
over so percent of
symmetry of the mall is- HisrurvrpH
,
this piece of art to
student respondents i
i v
i
i
i
be a victim of vanot
this addition, and it detracts from
"hate" the sculpture, because
dalism of any kind.
initially, i disliked surrounding buildings
. . . Double Core will
The location in
be
which it lies, and
much or more than
appreciated in this location. While interesting,

3 uwmewha!1
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voicecartoonswooster.edu.

New art should go where it fits

the statue was not an important topic
on the faculty meeting agenda.
There should have been at least
some input from students. SGA has
formed an
committee to discuss the sculpture but was just as
unaware of the sculpture as the rest
of the student body. If the administration was willing to allow students
to express a preference as to what
chairs are placed in the classrooms in
Kauke, why was the selection of the
statue not subject to input from the
student body?
It is likely that more students are
concerned with the appearance of the
campus than the color of the chair
that they sit in during class.'
It is true that students are only
here for a few years. However, it will
be our generosity that will build the
future dorms and academic buildings.
It would be best to leave students
with positive memories of Wooster,
including the picturesque Kauke mall.

e-m- ail
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(Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send
comments to
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54-year--

old

enjoys drinking children's urine.
Attention was called to him after a
man noticed
that as his son
was urinating, a
shady character
in a nearby stall
was watching.

This arrest
was not the

drank the urine of little boys for over
40 years throughout the suburbs of
Columbus, Ohio? No one. This man
had free will to attend family restaurants and movie theaters where he
could go into a restroom and collect
the urine of little boys while also
watching them.
What this story shows is that our
system for catching and putting away
sexual offenders is obviously Hawed.
There is no excuse for such repeated
behavior, especially w hen a person
has already been convicted of a sexual crime once before.
How should this failure be remedied? Should we just continue to

years; however, if they are found to
be a habitual offender, the required

amount of time on the registry is 20
years.
Only those who have been convicted of committing an aggravated sexual assault are required to register
for life.

The laws for sexual predators in
Ohio are lenient. These laws allow
sexual predators to fall out of the
watch of law enforcement once they

serve their 10 or 20 years and they
are no longer accountable to anyone.
The man who was arrested for
drinking the urine of a young boy
will most likely only have to register
for 20 years, which
this failure be remedied? Should is only because he
.
oniy oeen convicted
has already been
continue to allow sexual
once, he told police we
convicted once.
that he has engaged roam the
Most likely, w hen
looking for
victim
in drinking chil- he is 74 or 75 years
should we look to reform
dren s urine for
way in which
old he will leave the
registry, if alive,

man's first
encounter with
the law. In fact, 13 years ago he was
convicted of rape and is a registered
sexual predator.
Although he has
"How should
johnwilliams

just

streets

or

crossed my mind as I read this article
was, how has this man managed to
get away with such behavior for over
40 years, especially after being convicted of rape and being a registered
sexual offender?
The answer is simple: he has not
been sufficiently held accountable for
his actions. After being convicted of
a rape, the perpetrators are supposed
ly followed and checked periodically
to monitor their progress so that

they don't risk committing another
such act.
But who

w

as watching as this man

predators to
their next
the

and be back at his
allow sexual predators to roam the
streets looking for their next victim

old games

or should we look to reform the way
in which we handle such people?
In the state of Ohio, sexual offenders are supposed to join a registry of
sexual predators once convicted. If a
predator fails to join the registry,
they are charged with a felony of the
fifth degree if they were convicted of
a felony, or charged with a misdemeanor in the first degree if they
were convicted of a misdemeanor.
Most offenders are able to remove
themselves from this registry after 10

When stories like this come up, one
can only shake their head in disln-lieout how incredible it sounds.
In a country where we involve our-

just as he did after being
convicted of rae 13 years ago.
f

selves in so many outside conflicts it
is amazing that such a growing problem could exist right underneath our
noses without action being taken to
stop it.
This is John 's first editorial for the
Voice. He can be reached for comment at jwilliams09wooster.edu.
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Tootsie rolls, yellow buttons and the march to the arch
COW Class of 2006 celebrates the culmination of their undergraduate efforts,
in by 5 p.m. on that
Monday.

Justine McCullough
Features Editor
Monday, Mar. 27 was the day seniors at the College of Wooster had
been waiting for all year.
Every Wooster senior, in order to
graduate, must work with a faculty
advisor to 'complete an original
research project, written work, performance or artwork exhibit. This
Independent Study, or I.S. is, according to the College Web site, "the capstone of a Wooster education."
The project is due the Monday
after two weeks of spring break.
Each senior turns in his or her project, receiving a Tootsie Roll candy
and a button with a serial number
and words that spell, "I Did It!"
- Students began working on
Study theses in the fall;
yet, that early spring day constantly
loomed ahead of them.
Some danced their way to the
Tootsie Roll. Others sang' and analyzed lab results and recorded data
and wrote.
And wrote.
And wrote.
Many seniors hurried to turn in
their theses before the two-wespring break. Others, however, literally ran to the Office of the Registrar
at the moment of the deadline.
The first I.S. button was awarded
way back on Feb. 13, when senior
music major Douglas Buchanan '06
completed his piano recital that comprised his I.S.
Held in Gault Recital Hall, his performance included .works by Bach,
Barber, Berg, Chopin and Mozart.
Buchanan may have idly waited an
entire month before I.S. Monday, but
many seniors did not turn in their
theses until the deadline.
According to Registrar Robert
Blair, 395 total I.S.'s had been turned
ek

ggQ

"Minor League Mojo in a Major
League Market: an Examination of
Market segmentation of the
Cleveland Indians and the Akron
Aeros of the People in the City of
Hudson along with a Comparison
of Game Attendance, Levels of
Team Identification, and Media

Armstrong as

Consumption"
-- Matthew Baker
Communication
Advised by Rod Korba

a Mythologized
American Cowboy Hero"
-- Ryan Sanders
Communication
Advised by Rod Korba

The

Chaddy Brown Project: Rap
Lyrics as Poetry and Literature"
-- Chadwick Brown

English
Advised by Terry Rowden
Dead and Influences
on their Music"
-- Sandy Rich

English
Advised by Terry Rowden

"Monarch"
-- Lee Matsos

English
"'The Whole Premise is Silly and
it's Very Badly Written: A Study of
Monty Python's Flying Circus"
--Stephanie Small
English
Advised by Peter Havholm

Advised by Karl Woelz
"Samadhi"
--

Kimberly Berry

Studio Art
Advised by Walter Zurko

"Smile:

Unique titles we just love
"Did

you get my signals? A
Comparison of how Americans and
Chinese as well as males and
females use nonverbal immediacy
cues to express interests in the
opposite sex."
-- Kelly Pang
Communication
Advised by Michelle Johnson

The

Evolution

of

Orthodontics"
Mark Ballinger, History
Advised by Madonna Hettinger

--

.

Folk - Son of God
Dylan"
-- David Orr
History
Advised by Karen Taylor
"Jesus

Bob

Independent Study program,
the I.S. Web site at

check out

ics

http-Jwww.woost-er.eduacadem-

is default. php

The

Arcadia"

Andrea Ragsdale
Religious Studies
Advised by Mark Graham

"Chick Lit and Little Chicks"
-- Briel Naugle

--

English
Advised by Larry Stewart

1952-2000-

"She Brings Home the Bacon and
She Fries it Up, Too: A Marxist

Analysis of Gendered Divisions
of Labor in the Home,
1944-199-

"Dirt: A Social and Environmental
History of American Cleanliness"
-- Shanna Wolthius
History
Advised by Jeff Roche

4"

Kate Carden
Sociology and Anthropology,
Advised by Nick Kardulias

"Freedom Fails; Don't Worry,
Nobody is Blaming You"
-- Sara Mizell
Philosophy
Advised by Elizabeth Schiltz

--

Advised by Marina Mangubi

Sasu-Tenkoram-

aa

"Ukurikurakiza: A Journey Into
the Heart of Twandan Conflict"
-- Kelly Brannan
History
Advised by Jeff Roche
of
"Simulation
Synchrotron
from
Radiquation
Relativistic
Particles in Tangled Magnetic
Fields"
--

Jeremy Hohertz

Physics
Advised by Lowell Boone
Compiled by Gillian
Justine McCullough

Helwig and

Think you'd be a great columnist or Features writer?
Contact Gill, Justine & Melissa
at voicefeatureswooster.edu

w hi mi

porary and trcxftlond
worship srvke. ltt,,rVf
CaUrlrftyUCC II

v

at 330.264.O2S0
Applications will be available on Monday at Lowry Information Desk and at www.wooster.eduvoice
Liz Miller with questions.
Contact 2005-0- 6 Editor-in-Chi-

Joesphine

Chemistry

Studio Art

Song leader andor musicians wanted for contemtech-saw- y

0"

Dibenzo-30-Crown- -1

Celluloid Dream"
-- Melissa Offenhauser

IPufllBteeir (Poize wnmeiTn
THE WOOSTER VOICE: Currently seeking photographers, illustrators,
types, columnists, staff writers, salespeople and editors of all sorts.

us feel like we're in elementary school
"Progress Toward the Synthesis of
a
Poly(Paraphenylenevinylene)
Derivative
Substituted
with

"Sex Games: Bondage is More
than Leather, Whips and Chains
"How Many Days Does it Take to these Days. A Study of How
Complete and Independent Study? Advertisers Continue to Bind
I Don't Know, But Let's Go for a
Women . to
Their
1950s
A
Ride:
Bike
Study on Expectations"
Procrastination as a Funcation of -- Erin Donnett
Motivation and Personality on the Women's Studies
Different
Types
of Classes Advised by Linda Hults
Students are Enrolled In"
-- Scott Gray
"Slut Alphabet:
A Feminist
Psychology
Dictionary of Sex and Agency"
-- Kory Sutherland
Advised by Claudia Thompson
Women's Studies
"Are You There God? It's me, Advised by Karen Taylor

...and once upon a time we had a

Titles that make the rest of

--

This

Past editors have moved on to careers as church secretaries, graduate
students and internationally-famou-s
journalists for Akron news agencies...

ef

of years

I.S. titles and to find more information about the College of Wooster's

An Tongue Twisters
Prime Time Television.
and The Medacious Memoir of Rick
Analysis of Religiosity
Religious Practitioners on Popular Leblanc"
Prime Time Television Shows with -- Rhett Brodie
a Focus on the Simpsons, 7th English
,
Heaven, South Park and Joan of Advised by Nancy Grace

Losers of the Republican
Party: Tracing Changes Within
the GOP Through the History of
Losers
Presidential
of
".
Nominations from
-- Morgan Watkins
History
Advised by Jeff Roche

'

of

"Fuzzy Logic: Autonmous Robot
Navigation with Fuzzbot"
-- Brian ConaVay
Computer Science
Advised by Dale Brown

The Grateful
Shortest Title

To search the online database

Illustration by Andy Maloney.

The Mechanical American Horse:
A Generative Criticism of Lance

I.S.

ed

Blair noted that 164 of the theses
were turned in before Mar. 23,
approximately 100 on Mar. 23 and all
others were submitted the day of the
deadline.
A traditional feature of I.S.
Monday is the popular I.S. march, in
which each senior who has completed
the thesis parades around campus,
led by bagpipes. Because the day is a
celebratory occasion, the majority of
the participants are not sober.
Seniors are generally dressed
ridiculously, and act even more outrageously.
On I.S. Monday, students have
been known to carry large foam fingers that proclaim "l!" and wear
cow costumes, top hats, crowns and
bunny ears.
Others have worn accessories such
as decorated shirts and hats with sayings like "Done Bitches!"
The final project was turned in at
5:08 p.m. on I.S. Monday.
Just minutes before the deadline,
psychology major Jonathan Prince
'06 burst into the Office of the
Registrar, which remained open long
enough for him to get his manuscript
bound at the bookstore.
His I.S., number 394, was entitled
"Second Wind: Going Beyond the
Pain; Mindfulness vs. Dissociation."
Since FYS, students have revered
the magical day called I.S. Monday.
Now the class of 2006 has celebrated
' the day they waited four years to
reach and can proudly proclaim, "I
did it!"
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We know book- s-

like Ideas matter
The Wooster Book Company
where minds and Imaginations

meet

205 West Liberty St V- - Downtown Wooittr
student discount Friday & Saturday
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I.S. Monday: Seniors' celebrations caught on camera
--
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Visions of Victory
Top Left: An areial view from McGaw Chapel depicts excited seniors marching through a fabricated Kauke Arch between McGaw
and Scovel.Top Right: Seniors take oh their super hero alter egos '
sd "Thesis Girl" and "I.S: Boy" Bottom Left: A four-yejourney to
1 Status. Bottom Right:' Queens for a Day! Celebrating a their
regal achievments (Photos by Karin Johnson).
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Features Editors

t.

Underclassmen, have you ever
thought about what you might one
day title your I.S.?

3. Bring

y
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and Sunglasses: How Fame
K;
'U

ce

BANG! The Rocket Science of Firearm Safety

1

Brazil's Presence in the

That's Not Hot: A Socialite's Solution for America's Waning Popularity
on the International Scene
5.

A. Paris Hilton

And win a special prize from the

C. Tom DeLay

B.

l.

x

Hookers, RV's and Sex Tapes: Faux Pas of .Christianity

'..;
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L.:"'
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7.

The Financial Investment of Invisible Money

8.

Three is Better than Two: The Impact of Multiple Adoptions in a SI.

Family

Would Do Anything for Love (But I Won't Do I.S.)

!

wn

Features staff. Or not.
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KnowleiSe of H.uHantanhlssne

a

Test your celeb saavy and I.S.
intellect match the following
titles with the
person
who is likely to write it.
well-kno-

Self-importan-

k

that Brazil Booty on the Floor:
International Community
4.

What if celebrities had to write
theses at the College of Wooster?

r

i

9.

Engineering and Scientology: Building Your Own

10.

E-Me- ter

The Effect of Cow Hormones on the Human Adult Male Body

II. Angelina Jolie
D.

Meat Loaf

F.

Scott Stapp

Dick Cheney

I. Kevin

E. Tom Cruise

Federline

G. Barry Bonds
J. Bono

ANSWER KEY:
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Sally Whitman: executive assistant to Secretary says "I Did It!"
School is finally out for Wooster employee after 13 years of faithful studying
Susie Sentevski
Voice Staff Writer

Whitman's
'

When seniors survive the year of
looming deadlines, exhausting hours,
and splitting headaches, they find
themselves having achieved an amazing feat.
The College of Wooster prides
itself on offering students the opportunity to participate in the
Independent Study process during
their junior and senior years.
Feelings of accomplishment and
relief are common after four years of
hard work, but for Sally Whitman
"06, satisfaction is equally sweet as
she finishes a 13 year journey as a
'
C.O.W student. '
Whitman, Executive Assistant to
the Secretary of the College of
Wooster, has been an employee of
the school since 1985.
After graduating from Norwayne
High School in 1981, she spent four
years at an insurance company before
being hired at Wooster. When she
accepted a position in the Office of
Admissions, Hayden Schilling was
serving there as Dean and encouraged her to start working towards a

'

college degree.
In the 13 years that followed,
Whitman generally took a class each
semester, ambitiously making her
way towards the degree while working full time and raising a family.
She eventually declared a major in
English and took on the I.S. process'
that accompanied it.

I.S. is titled "Pay More

Attention to Clothes and Manners:
An Analysis of Female Characters in
Children's Literature,'' and analyzes
the roles, presentations, and expectations of female characters in children's novels.
"The idea for my Senior I.S. actually stemmed from a women's studies
class I took several years ago with
Professor Mary Addis," Whitman
explained.
"I decided to write my final paper
for this class on the presentation of
gender roles in Mother Goose
Nursery Rhymes. Professor Addis
loved my paper and indicated that
this would make a wonderful I.S.
topic for me someday," she said.
Whitman admits that the most dif--'
ficult part of the I S. process was
finding the time to write. Secretary
of the College and Whitman's supervisor, Anne Gates, allowed Whitman
to work through her lunch hour four
days a week in exchange for having
Wednesday mornings free to stay
home and write.
Whitman's husband, Ron, would
spend time with their two daughters,
and eight, away from the
ages
home in order to give Whitman a
quieter environment in which to
work on her I.S.
"As a person used to working from
or probably more, she
brought that same work ethic to the
I.S., recognizing what needed to be
done and planning out the work,"
said Whitman's advisor, Professor
Larry Stewart.
1

nine-to-fi-

ve

1

"Obviously, she was still working
full time at her day job throughout
the two semesters, so she had to plan
around that but she handled it beautifully."

"The most, gratifying part of the
entire process," said Whitman "is
actually completed it. To this
still can not believe that I am
finished. I can finally say, 'The End!'
I have an extra copy of my IS on a
table at home. Each time' I walk by
and see it I can't help but get a big
smile on my face."
Whitman has had a strong group
of supporters behind her not only
during her Independent Study
process, but throughout her time at
the College of Wooster.
"My life would certainly be different if it were not for three very special men," she explains.
The first man Whitman was referring to was Hayden Schilling, whom
she credits with giving her the confidence to begin her studies. She said
it was Schilling who gave her the
"extra push" she needed to succeed.
The second infliientual person she
advisor,
mentioned
her
was
Professor Larry Stewart.
"His enthusiasm about teaching is
endless, as is his dedication to students," Whitman said. She added
that these qualities make Stewart "a
true gem."
"The final man in my life," said
Whitman, "is my husband, Ron.
Without his constant support and
assistance at home, this would not
have been possible."
that

I

day,

I

"From day one," Whitman continued, "he has been behind me 100 percent. Even when I was ready to give
up, he said to me, 'No, Sally, we've
come too far.'"
May 15 marks this year's commencement, the day when Whitman

will accept her diploma as a graduat-

ing senior.
"It's very hard to comprehend that
I am finished and will actually graduate in May," Whitman said.
"I've been looking forward this day
for thirteen years."

Elvira Kurt offers comic relief

comedian Elvira Kurt will bring her
show to McGaw Chapel on Saturday at 7
p.m. Admission is free and open to the College community. The event is being sponsored by Wooster Activities
Crew (photo courtesy of WAC).
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Student choreography featured this weekend
Erin Cook
Voice Staff Writer

The other

Siddens.

piece, a

A tribute to Oz

In addition to the
ballet duet, was
Here are some facts about my dog
Oswald:
dances, the concert will choreographed in
Visiting Assistant Professor of include two dances choreographed by 2001, so Lucy
He has tan streaks above his eyes
Jenifer
Theatre
'08
(Jeffy) Hill mixes guest artist Alyssa Lee Wilmot, a Mallett
that look like eyebrows. They make
with
this year's Spring 2000 Wooster graduate. A philosophy learned the piece
things up
him look dear and pensive.
Dance Concert. "I tried to encompass major with minors in political science 'by
watching
He is a rat terrier. His tail was badly
different forms of dance," Hill said of and dance, Wilmot continued her videos of a past
cropped by some wicked person at a
the show, which will take place this dance studies at Mills College in performance.
horrible puppy farm, but he still wags
weekend.
"Since I'm only here for a California where she received her
his stump when he
"Dance is usually
is happy.
year, I wanted to try something new." M.F.A. She has worked in the San an oral tradition,
Hill, a 2001 graduate of the College
so teaching the
Francisco Bay area with a new media
My parents and
of Wooster, is filling in for Professor dance company called "group A." For dances through
Kim Tritt, who is on leave this year.
and
by
this weekend's performance she has
strip mall pet store.
i
After graduating, Hill traveled to brought along two of her collaboravideo was fun
j They picked him
California to study at University of tors, Cenk ErgUn and Mark Bartscher. but challenging,"
after his sister peed
lizweiss
California, Irvine where she received
While the Spring Dance Concert said Wilmot, who
on my sister.
her M.F.A. She has also danced with usually features pieces performed by feels
confident
Ozzy's best friend is our other dog,
several companies.
that this method
Bingley. Bingley is a bichon frise, a few
guest dancers, this year the pieces choWhile many of the pieces in this reographed by Wilmot will feature of
teaching
years older than Oz. Oswald and
weekend's show could be considered Wooster students. "It has been great worked well.
Bingley are brothers for life. They run
"modern," choreographer Hai Dang coming back to Wooster and working
The performin tandem on their long leashes in the
Nguyen points out that "modern is a with the dancers," Wilmot said, who ances for the
backyard, circling a big oak tree. They
culmination of many other dance has been here with ErgUn and Snrintr
Dance
bark at passersby. Then they come
Concert are set Alyssa Lee Walmot and Dawn Urista perform
styles, so each dance is unique in the, Bartscher since Saturday.
inside for snaps, dog treats rewarded
fact that it depends on the choreograThe dancers, however, have been for
Thursday "CA," a piece that Walmot and Lucy Mallot
after they "go around" (run in a circle).
pher's background."
working on these two dances since April e through '08 will be performing at this weekend's
Oz and Bingley are not particularly
Besides the typical modern dance,
Saturday April 8, shQW
long before the trio arrived on campus.
accomplished
go around is" their
(photQ
Qp)'
the Spring Concert will include a tap In order to teach the dances, Wilmot at 8:15 p.m. in
best trick. Oz was a bad puppy, so he
.
dance, a ballet duet, and two dances
had to send dance scores and
Freedlander Theatre. Tickets are free also be purchased for $9 for general
had to go to
school. There
incorporating video.
to the performers who will perform in for students and can be reserved at the admission and $6 for senior citizens
he learned "sit," "down," and "stay."
The Dance Concert is heavily stu- "AbsencePresence," a group piece. Freedlander Box Oflice. Tickets may and
students.
Bingley, by far the smarter dog, was
dent run, with six of the nine dances
d.
He watched Oz doing
choreographed by students. Nguyen
his tricks and figured out how to do
'06, a biochemistry and molecular
them himself. Neither does them very
biology major and dance minor has
well, but we lavish them with praise
choreographed six pieces since his
anyway.
sophomore year. His final piece is
Ozzy and Bingley are spoiled. Their
a trademark breathy poem. She just
ends Out of Range. Though the track
entitled "A Time and Place," and was
favorite
treat is a ride to "the good
Liz Miller
stood awkwardly on the stage with a listing didn't excite me at first (was it bank," a.k.a the Starbucks drive
inspired by the ideas of Jose Limon, a Editor-in-Chief
guitar, flipped her dreadlocks around
choreographer from New York City.
really necessary to include "Two through. My mom buys herself two
Three years ago, almost to the day, a bit and left the entire audience very Little Girls?") I popped it into the old venti cappuccinos, and the dogs share
Other student choreographers
CD player anyway and was quickly
include Margaret Shepherd '08, I saw Ani DiFranco at the Playhouse unimpressed.
an oatmeal raisin cookie;
The
' So, when I heard that DiFranco
Square Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio. It
humbled.
Kimberly Mattiko '07, Katie Schwinn
Starbucks employees love all three of
was the Evolve tour. I made the trek was releasing a new live album that
'06, Elise Pelligra '08, and
This was NOT the Ani DiFranco
them and know their order as soon as
all the way from the southwestern
I'd seen give a mediocre performance
wasn't "Living in Clip," I was skepti'06, who is doing a collaborathey arrive.
cal. Luckily the album came to the just three years earlier. I almost feel
tive work with guest artist Stephanie corner of Pennsylvania, even sacrific
Oswald and Bingley have been
of school to
ing a half-da- y
like the free CD responsible for more entries into the
attend the event. It was my.
the Voice received
Weiss family lexicon than any other
first time seeing the Little
made up for the person, pet. or event: brothers for life.
Short video festival planned Folksinger (as she calls
thirty-som- e
dolsnouts, snout brothers, the boys, Osley,
The film studies department will be herself) and I was awake
lars I'd spent (plus
birigle, bongle, oswingle, oswangle,
making Ani DiFranco mix
presenting work by current and fora hotel room, plus
good bank, snap, ride in the car with
CDs all night before my
mer students in its first annual festigas money, plus
MOMMY, little house, spider solitaire,
val of short video projects later this then-be- st
friend and I travfood) to see her patella boy. We invent words that suit
month. "Cow Shorts A festival of eled the over two hours to
years ago.
them to a. T, and appropriate the
Video" will take
Short Home-Grothe Mistake on the Lake. In
The
album's
English language for our own particuplace in Shoolroy Theatre on April 19
spite of the mediocre CD
greatness can be' lar (usually bizarre) purposes.
We
she was touring to support,
at 7 p.m.
attributed primaridon't just love Oz and Bingley
we
I wanted everything to be
According to Professor of Theatre
ly to the inclusion
talk them and think them.
i
Dale Seeds, the festival was conceived
perfect.
of
the ' post
Ozzy likes to rip the squeakers out of
as an opportunity for students to
And it was perfect, right
September llth furry dog toys, which some morbid
share video projects outside of a through the opening act.
poem
"Self member of my family christened
I
classroom setting. "Not only do we Righteous Babe Records
Evident,"
which
"Ozzy's babies."
look at film as literature and look at recording artists Bitch and
I'm surprised didOswald is in love with my mom. He
film criticism in Wooster's film curAnimal (who have since
n't earn DiFranco
sometimes just sits and stares at her
riculum," said Seeds, "but people are separated and moved onto
a spot in the book
with an expression of absolute trust
producing short video." The festival
even
greater
things)
"100 People Who
and adoration. He loves us all, but she
will give stuents a chance to share pumped up the crowd. The
are Screwing-u- p
is his special person. She likes to take
class projects with a broader audience.
energy in the place was
America"
that Oz and Bingley for long romps on the
Seeds describes Shoolroy Theatre,
incredible, and it wasn't
came out over the
beach. They run side by side even when
the black box theatre located in the just because of the bottle Anj
-summer.
she lets them off their leashes.
new
DiFranco's
Q2,"
Carnegie
abum
46
Freedlander Theatre building, as an of
I
Boone s
Farm
.
,
.
.
.
.
Perhaps seeing
I didn't like Oz at first. My parents
"intimate" space in which students can
chugged earlier in the was released Tuesday (Photo courtesy Righteous
Ani DiFranco live
bought him while I was out of town.
Babe Records).
.
screen their video projects without night.
is a
He was to replace our other dog the
No, everyone wanted it; everyone
judgment. While future campus film
Voice as a free promotional
I'd
thing.
copy
encourage you, dear reader, old, ailing Elmo who was put to sleep
festivals may include a competition
wanted ANI.
(Righteous Babe is the only record
to do two things: 1) don't pay as much (without my knowledge) while I was
element, this year's festival is pure
She's so cool, she just goes by her company which does send regular
as I did to see Ani DiFranco; it will
gone. At first, I resented Oz as a hasty,
exhibition.
first name.
releases), so I figured I'd continue the soften the blow if she is unimpressive
inadequate replacement for a family pet
editor-in-chi- ef
Interested students should submit
She came. She sang. She sucked.
tradition of reviewand 2) check out one of her live
who deserved a mourning period. But
their videos of no more than ten minNot once did the Little Folksinger
ing Ani DiFranco albums.
albums on a good sound system. You
he was impossible to hate, a wriggly,
utes in DVD format. Submissions are interact with the crowd. She didn't
This is much more of a story than just may get your money's worth.
curious, darling pup who, it became
due to Seeds by April 14.
really do any cool things with her a review, and the story is mostly
Ani DiFranco's new album, "Carnegie
evident, had had a rough babyhood and
guitar or talk about politics or deliver good. It begins in God's Country and Hall: 4.6.02" was released on Tuesday.
needed our family to love him.
Puerto Rican dinner Saturday
Over the years, Oswald has bitten
The Dream Program is sponsoring
my friend Liz, chased my friend
its 4th Annual Puerto Rican Dinner
Allison, and assaulted the postwoman.
this Saturday, April 8 at 7 p.m. The
He's since been forgiven. As my mom
dinner, which in the past has drawn
Three students learn how to
often points out, he wants to be good.
upwards of 100 people, is the Dream
break dance this past weekend.
le just sometimes forgets how to be.
Program's cornerstone annual event.
Prostyle, the College's recently
But he is good, through and through,
The evening will include Puerto
formed break dance club, brought
despite his occasional bad behavior.
(
Rican food and music, as well as lesthree New York City break dance
I've never met a dog who loved s6
sons in merengue, salsa, bachata,
artist to campus for a series of
sweetly. Oswald curls up beside you
and trio, popular dance forms..
workshops. The workshops covered
when you take a nap, almost becomes
The event will be held in Mackey
a variety of break dancing and hip
part of your body as you breathe with
Hall, located in Westminster Church
hop forms.
him and stroke his velvet ears. His eyes
House.
Six dollar jingle tickets or
On Saturday, the visiting teachers
are bright and gentle and lovely. He
$10 couple tickets can be purchased in
conducted a "Power Moves" workhas eyelashes, a soft black fringe.
Lowry during lunch and dinner or
shop, which introduced attendees to
Oswald is dying. He has lymphoma,
through Marco Garcia '06. Tickets
windmills, 1990s, hollow backs and
diagnosed while I was home for spring
will be $7 at the door.
other break dance fundamentals.
break. His Ixuly is swelling up in golf
Later in the day, a "Floorwork"
ball sized lumps around his neck, under
workshop covered the basics of
his legs, around his groin. Steroids will
'Mm
rhythm and movement, including
"6l
Omfbm
buy him a few more weeks of comfort
moves like
threads,
and happiness, and then my mom will
uprocks, toprocks and freezes.
have him put to sleep.
The series of workshops concludOzzy, who is many kinds of not pered Sunday with a "Popping and
fect, has a perfect heart. I le lives with
Boogaloo" workshop which taught
perfect joy. He has offered my family
how to create fancy hip hop
students
the perfect happiness of life with a
.
illusions like waves and glides.
dog, something fairly ordinary
. The
and
who taught
but still lieautiful. I wisli for little Oz an
the workshops have a range of
eternity of rides in the car, romps on
experience.
Some have trained
(447)
the beach, oatmeal cookies, and furry
exclusively in hip hop and breaking,
babies with loud squeakers. And because
while others have studied ballet,
it must have been a good God who
t'apoeira, gymnastics and modern
made such a good creature in the first
dance.
place, I am quite certain he will get it.
(Photo by Caroline Hotra).
student-choreograph-
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Men's lacrosse loses lead, drops heartbreaker to Denison
Andy Boylan

13 seconds left, giving the Scots a
sudden death win of 8.
Their second game of the break
was against Wesley. The Scots came
out hot scoring seven goals in the
first quarter alone, being outscored
in the second and third, but then finishing strong with a win of 12-- 8.
Attackmen Mark Weschler '09 and
Hisham Hassan '07 had three goals
and two assists apiece, and midfielder Ben Abbot '07 had two goals and
an assist on the day.
The Scots have since found themselves in a winning drought,
although they have played competitively, dropping their last four with
only a seven goal differential. They
have lost to Dickinson 8, York (Pa.)
St. Vincent
and this last
weekend, in their first NCAC game,
lost a nail-bit- er
to Denison in the last
minutes of the game, the final score
being 8.
Nick Cross '06 said of the team's
play over spring break and to date,
"We showed that we could beat any
of the teams, but we never put
together an entire game. We would
play great for most of the game, then
one quarter would kill us, which is
why our losses are all close. Once we
put together an entire game, I think
we'll be able to beat any of the teams
we lost to." That killing quarter was,

Voice Staff Writer

9--

It has been a while since last
checking in on the progress of the.
men's lacrosse team. A Mar. 3 article
appearing on page 7 of this section
summarized a 20-- 2 victory over the
Div. II lacrosse team Seton Hill.
That game seemed to be a hint of
things to come from this year's talented group of players who started
spring break in a dominant fashion
with an early record of 0 (0-- 0
3--

NCAC).

One of the scheduled games was
cancelled over spring break, the
game against Cabrini - who Wooster
has played competitively over the last
couple of years, yet to come out with
a win though.
"It was frustrating to have the
Cabrini game get cancelled because
we were confident and I really think
that we would have won that game
this year. A win like that could have
really pushed us forward as a team
and started to set a better precedent," team captain Nick Cross '06
said.
The first game of spring break
was against McDaniel and went
down to the .wire, as the Scots eked
by with a win in two overtimes, the
final goal by Shawn Handy '06 with

5--

8-- 10,

1

12,

7--

Second-ranke- d

4--

The College of Wooster baseball
team has lived up to all the expectations
thus far, jumping out to a 20-- 4 record,
1 in the NCAC east division, over the

Up 1 in the bottom of the seventh
with two outs, Oliver allowed a triple
that scored a run cutting the Scots lead
to one. But Oliver retained his composure and punched out the next batter to
'
end the game.
The offense for the Scots came in the
first second and third innings for the
Scots, highlighted by Mike Barone's '07
solo home run.
The second game of the day had an
identical score, but a different victor as
the Gators prevailetT3-27Barone'nanother solo home run combined with
Brock Busson's '08 solo shot gave the
Scots an early 1 lead.
Adam Samson '08 pitched a lights out
six innings, giving up only one run
before Luke Katich '06 took over in the
3--

7--

last five weeks.

The Scot's most recent triumphs are
over NCAC east rival Allegheny, taking
three of four games from the Gators,
and a 13-- 5 blowout against Otterbein a
rematch from last year's regional tour-

.

nament.

Wooster had control for most of the
Otterbein game, after going up 3 in
the second Inning, the Scots broke the
game open in the fifth largely thanks to
center fielder Shaun Swearingen '07
who drove in two off of a clutch single
with the bases loaded.
Shortstop John Quimby '09 and first
baseman Sean Karpen '08 each drove in
one more, Quimby off of a single and
Karpen off of a sacrifice grounder putting the Scots up 3.
Going into the eighth up
Wooster put the icing on their victory
with another four run inning highlighted by a Swearingen double that drove in
two. Swearingen finished 5 with five
RBI's followed by Quimby who was also
4--

8--

9-- 5,'

games the fourth, and the second
quarter in the St. Vincent game.
Of the most recent Denison game,
starting goalkeeper Matt Biester '08
said, "We played a great settled
defense. I feel like a lot of their goal
came in transition where it is difficult to consistently make stops."
Another take Oiwthe issue came from
starting defenseman Greg Lentz '08,
"We play the majority of the game in
our defensive zone, and the fact of
the matter is that you can't score
when your team is on defense."
Echoing this are the words of
Brendan Hayes '08, "You can't expect
to constantly stop a team when we're
always on defense. Sooner or later
they're going to get a cheapie."
The Scots are now 4 (0-- 1 NCAC)
but still have a majority of their season left to be played. If things are
going to turn around, it must be
soon. At press time the Scots had
dominated Whittier 17-- 6. Weschler
led the Scots with four goals and two
assists. The win avenged last year's
heart breaking loss in which Whittier
scored two last second goals to defeat
the Scots.
The Scots' next game is against
their NCAC rivals at Wittenberg
University at 2 p.m. Saturday, April 8
in Springfield, Ohio.

It'

2--

final inning.
Katich allowed a double to start off
the inning, and it went downhill from
there as the Gators laid down a sacrifice

bunt and thanks to a throwing error on
Katich, the tying run scored and the
runner advanced all the way to third.
Two batters later, the Gators scored
the winning run off of a hard sacrifice
4-- 5
with four RBI's.
grounder to the shortstop. It was the
"I was just trying to help our team
first blown save in Katich's career spanout with a good approach," said ning nine attempts.
The next day started with a very
Swearingen. "I just wanted to take the
ball wherever I could and do whatever I intense duel that was scoreless through
could to help the team."
regulation. Walt Samson '06 pitched
The Allegheny series consisted of near perfect ball. In the eighth,
four pitchers' duels, starting with a Swearingen and Barone made the
Gators pay for a costly error with con- Wooster 2 win behind the incredibly
4--

3--

Voice Staff Writer

-

tough two week long trip to
for spring training, the
Women's Softball team kicked off its
2006 conference season Wednesday
with a double header against Oberlin
With
Florida

a

The women aren't letting some early
season losses turn their attitudes
though, and they hold fast to their
hopes of victory.
"We want to be competitive, and to do
that we need to work hard and be a
cohesive unit. I think a big goal for this
season would be to score more runs,

to put two insurance runs on the
Wooster 0 victory. Ryan Mullins '08
came in and sent down the Gators in
order to garner his first ever save.
In the fourth and final game, Wooster
scored the exact same way as they did in
the first game, scoring one run in each
of the first three innings. Katich
pitched lights out ball through five
innings before Mullins took over for the
remaining two sealing the 1 win.
" "It was disappointing 'that we only
got three," said Swearingen. "Even
"
though their recorJ doesn't show, it is a
big rivalry and they always play us
hard. They have solid pitching and held
us in check. We knew it would be close,
but we wanted all four."
The Scots have A tough week ahead
with six games all at home. The Scots
played John Carroll yesterday and look
ahead to a set of double headers on
Saturday and Sunday with NCAC east
foe Kenyon, who comes in sitting at second place in the NCAC east. The Scots
wrap up their week on Tuesday against
Otterbein.
"So far we have stressed hitting
because it has not been as good as we
have liked," said Swearingen. "Kenyon is
good from what I hear and we are not
taking them lightly, it has come back to
bite us in the past. This week we are not
taking anyone lightly we want to be 0
not
Tomorrow's first game starts at 1
p.m., with the second following shortly
after. The same is true for Sunday.
3--

3--

6--

5-- 1."

Jessica Sender
Voice Staff Writer
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Wooster's lacrosse team had arvunlucky March, losing four
games by seven goals combined (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).

secutive singles that drove in Karpen.
Then, Oliver Enos '09 drove both
Swearingen and Barone in off a double

While the Fighting Scots women's
tennis team may not be very large, they
do have the experience to make this
season one that brings the Scots to the
top of the NCAC. With only seven
players on the roster, the Scots may
look, at first glance, not worth another
look. However, six have had experience
playing close matches, and this could
prove crucial during the season.
During spring break, the Lady Scots
spent their time in Hilton Head, South
Carolina, playing all
'
.
.
t
tilts. While they didn't win any matches, it prepared them for the conference
games ahead.
to
After losing six straight
team
its
from
softball
rebound
looks
Scots
Lady
The
games on the road, the Scots
seven-gam- e
skid against Oberlin (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
rebounded with a solid victory against
Malone College ).
They then sufCollege (results unavailable at press We've traditionally been good in the
had
but
field
fered
have
and
Ohio
defeat
we
Northern
pitchers,
a
of
as
who
against
are
great
Scots,
The
time).
in
board
home.
need
in
0
to
on
at
the
After
of
losing
16
University,
more
runs
total
a
put
2nd,
games
played
April
order to win," says Lauren Scheur '07.
ONU swept the doubles, Joanna Tysko
Florida, against a variety of teams from
With their conference season starting '06 and Allison Dupuis "08 lost
around the country, and ended the trip
and
4 at the top and the fifth spot
up, the weather getting better, and
On March 29, they lost two
8,
Alison Inderfurth '06 batbehind
of
memories
Florida
respectively.
lost
women
sunny
games to Marietta (the
for
tled
ONU
a
them,
lost
women
are
the
geared
player Ashley Jones,
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up
two
2
April
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and
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remember.
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in
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for
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tournament,
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action
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weekend.
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Scots aim to end skid Tysko stars
for Wooster

Johann Weber

A.

Scots surge ahead Luck deserts all Woo lax:
women lose by lone goal

reliable arm of Jon Oliver '06, who tallied his second complete game victory
to improve to 0 with an amazing 0.33
ERA.

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor

.

1--

in the Dickinson, York and Denison

5-f- ith

7--

.

Michelle Erickson
"Sports Editor
"

The College of Wooster women's
lacrosse team currently boasts a 2
overall record and a
record in the
NCAC (North Coast
Athletic
Conference).
The Scots early season accomplishments are highlighted by an 7
victory over the nationally ranked
Wesleyan (Conn.) Cardinals.
The
victory was part of the team's annual trip to Florida, the team returned1
with a 1 record as they easily
defeated Smith and lost to Mount
Holyoke.
Leading the way for the Scots in
Florida was team's powerful scoring
tandem, Helena Iaquinta '06 and
Megan Sward '06. Sward finished the
trip with fourteen total points, five
assists and nine goals. Iaquinta
returned from Florida with eleven
goals under her belt. Sward recorded a hat trick in the victory over
Wesleyan, recording her third and
final goal, with five minutes remaining in the game to give Wooster the
victory.
Goalie Nicki Hunt '06 recorded a
career high 22 saves against
Wesleyan, for the trip she recorded
35 saves. Also providing offensive
firepower for the Scots was Katie
Graham '07, Carly Carey '09, Hillary
Darragh '09, Allison Harrod '06, and
Jessica Baylor '08.
Upon their return to the northern
states, the team traveled to Notre
Dame of Ohio for a rare night game.
Wooster easily doubled up the host
team with a 12-- 6 victory behind a hat
trick from Emily Baab '08. Sward and
Iaquinta continued their offensive
production as Sward recorded five
total points with three goals and two
4--

1-

-0

assists while Iaquinta contributed a
hat trick of her own and an assist.
The tandem currently rank two and
three in the NCAC for points per
game, Iaquinta is number one in the
goals scored category.
Wooster suffered their second loss
last Saturday to visiting Buffalo State
0.
The Scots fought back from an
early five point first half deficit but
could never quite overtake the opposing team. The Scots knotted the
game early in the second half at 7
but trailed for the rest of the game.
Sward and Iaquinta scored three and
two goals respectively to lead the
offense, Annie Steward '07 also contributed two goals. Hunt accumulated seven saves throughout the game.
The Scots quickly bounced back
with a victory over NCAC foe
Allegheny on Tuesday afternoon.
The Scots dominated the Gators 14-- 8
led by Iaquinta and Graham who
each recorded four goals. Sward also
contributed four assists.
Darragh
posted a three point outing with two
goals and one assist, overall six different players recorded at least a
point.
"I feel our game against Allegheny
was a success because we made good
decisions all over the field," said
Harrod. "Midfield transition was
smooth, good fluidity on offense, and
intense defense. We are definitely
ready for Denison this weekend."
Wooster looks to build upon the
Allegheny victory as they enter into
a four game homestand this weekend
when the Big Red from Denison visit
Carl Dale Memorial Field at
p.m.
on Saturday afternoon.
The Scots
will also face Michigan (club team),
Wittenberg and Oberlin during their
only homestretch of the season. The
final two games are NCAC matches.
9-1-

8--

7--

2--

1

--

f.L.s LasketbalhThe College of
Wooster men's basketball team bowed
out in the second round of the NCAA
Div. III. tournament for the second
year in a row, falling to Transylvania
in a heartbreaking fashion.
3
The Scots finish their season at 26-- 4
after heating Randolph Macon in the
fu st round
With 22 seconds left the Scots
trailed by one, but traveled with seven
seconds left. Transylvania made both
free throws giving the Scots the final
possession. Kyle Witucky '06 had a
th.s
to tie the game in the final seconds, but the shot was off and the
91-8-

Dshiwps.com.
Witucky earned second team All
Great Ljkes region accolades and is
the Scots only active player leaving.
Wooster finished ninth in the final
11.
D3hoops.com
Virginia Wesleyan
won the national title 59-5- 6
over
Wittenberg in a thriller.

84-7- 0.

Scots fell.
The tell all statistic for the Scots
was turnovers; Wooster committed 16
throughout the game with 12 coming
in the second half.
James Cooper '08 and Tom Port '00
were named All Americans by
Diihoops.ciitn. Cooper to the third

team of

National Association of

l'.isliethall Coaches and an honorable
mention on D3hoops.com while Port
was named

to the fourth team on

Swimming: Meggie Edwards '09
scored four points at the NCAA meet
(March 1 1), making it the 21st consecutive season that the Lady Scots'
9--

scored points at the national meet.
In her debut on the highest Div. Ill
stage, Edwards placed in the top-2- 5 in
the nation in all three of her events
starting with a 23rd place finish in the
with a time of 24.67.
Edwards also had the 25th fastest time
in the country in the loo free (53.91),
but her glory lay in the ptxl on
Saturday as she earned second-teahonors with a 13th
50-freest- yle

m

All-Ameri-

can

place finish in the 100 backstroke.
Edwards' time in the backstroke
was a personal best, mid was the secontime in school history.
d-fastest

8
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Drushal siblings lead Wooster to track glory
c

and two
meets in Florida
during spring break, the outdoor season
kicked
off with the Wooster
Invitational at John P. Papp Stadium last
Saturday. Both teams started the season
with a strong showing, as each finished
an impressive third out of an eleven-tea- m
field that included a wide array of
schools ranging from NCAC foes to

Dan Kremer
Voice Staff Writer

.

non-confere-

hip-hoppi-

For the women, Wieferich and
Berner started right where they left off,
as the former finished first in the 1500
metew with a time of 4:59.7, and the
latter finished first in the pole vault,
clearing 10 feet 6 inches. The first place
finishes did not end there for the
women, as Katie Dale '09 scored her
first ever first-plafinish in the shot
put with a toss of just over 36 feet.
Other strong performances included Ali
Drushal's second-plac- e
in the pole vault
vand Kayla Miller '09's second-plain
I
V "
,
the high jump
The men also scored a first place finish with Taylor crossing the line first in
the
hurdles with a time of
15.46. Jensen and Kelm also finished
- T
, '
'
MHU.j.iJ
'
strong in the event; coming in at third
(15.90) and fourth (16.58) respectively.
Bombs away: Rick Drushal '07 has excelled in the shot
Drushal had another quality outing, finput this season for the Scots (Photo
Hohertz).
ishing third in the shot put with a toss
in die shot put with a toss of 47 feet,
inches. Berner cleared 1 1 feet 1 inch, a
of 44 feet, 6.75 inches, and fourth in the
3.25 inches.
new meet record easily eclipsing her
discuss with a toss of 133 feet, 2 inches.
own record of 10 feet 6.75 set at the
Although the men's best hurdler, Rounding out the strong performances
Dierre Taylor '09, was disqualified dur2004 meet, capping a phenomenal seafor the men were Taylor Delhagen "06
son for her. Ali Drushal '09 added a
ing the preliminary round of the
finishing second in the 5000 meters and
third place finish in the same event.
hurdles, the men still managed a Tristan Jordan '09 finishing fourth in
'
fourth and seventh place finish with the long jump.
Another Drushal also had a tremendous impact on the team's score. Ali's
Matt Jensen '08 finishing in 8.14, and
The Scots travel to Case Western
Rob Kelm '07 finishing in 8.29.
brother Rick Drushal '07, had the highUniversity for the Case Invitational on
After a successful week of training Saturday.
est finish for the men, finishing second
1
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Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer
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The Fighting Scots' men's tennis
team's (8-- 3,
0
NCAC) season has
really started to take shape heading
into the Great Lakes Colleges
Association Tournament in Gambier,
Ohio this weekend.
The Scots started their spring
break by winning their first four
matches in Hilton Head, South
Carolina. After winning a close one
against Hobart College 3 behind a
Ted Hickey '08 come from behind
effort at the fifth singles (4-- 6,
3,
the Scots followed up wifn an
impressive
2
win over Hope
College, as Dave Albrechta '07, Brian
Ebbitts '07, and
Tim
Wyatt '06 posted victories. Wooster
also took the
doubles
point
with Ebbitts and
Hickey winning
doubles
first
while
Sam
Hickey "09 and
Dan Fleszar '07
took third dou4--

6--

i

7-- 6),

5--

!
i
i

i

Andy van Horn '07 chips away (Photo, courtesy of OPI).
78 s to tie for ninth overall.
Head coach Rich Danch spoke optimistically about the team's improving
to-ba-ck

Shabad Thadani
Sports Editor
Three weeks ago, a bunch of college
guys began their spring break in a
proverbial dream: warm weather in
Florida with no other obligation other
than to play golf. The College of
Wooster golf team was down in
Florida and Georgia for its annual
training trip over break, and they began
their season with a "match-plaformat
event against Denison University.
Although the Scots' started off on the
wrong fixit, losing 303-32the team
has only risen from strength to
strength, producing a T--3 finish at the
recent Kenyon Cup Invitational.
Although usual susjx.tt Andy van
Horn '07 led the team to an eighth place
finish at the Muskingum Invite two
weeks ago, he struggled with his form
at Kenyon, sluxning an 9 to tie for
an uncharacteristically low 21st.
Leading the charge was Brandon Tylka
'06, an immensely talented player, but
one who was failed to consistently produce the results the coaching staff
knows he is capable of. Tylka shot back- -

.

in their first match after
break, winning 2 with depth again
proving crucial as Ebbitts, Hickey,
D'Augustine and Wyatt leading the
team to victory.
Wooster then faced their first Ohio
setback when they visited Case,
Western and lost
However, five
of the matches went into three sets,
highlighted by Grab coming out on
top at the sixth spot after a 12-final set.
The Scots' final match till date was
against conference foe Oberlin. The
match was moved inside at the last
moment due to wind; a shame for fans
who missed it as the Scots put on a
show, winning 1,
as Morrison,
Albrechta, Ebbitts, and D'Augustine
all won in straight sets. The Scots
also took the doubles point with
5--

3--

83-7-

wait, not everyone
does. Some people
prefer sweet pick-

10-me- ter

55-me-ter

co-capt-

ain

5-- 2.

10

6--

sh,

dill pickjes. No,

ce

3--

0,

pronounce "deal" a little more
like "dill." Then, because
pickles are funny or something, you
add "pickle" on the end. Maybe it's
because people like

powerhouses.

nce

Tylka powers Scots to Men's tennis team off to
T-- 3
finish at Kenyon fine start; 0 in NCAC

y"

As my good friend Mary Bell used
to say, what the dill fickle? I think it
means "what's the deal?" Then, you
drop the "s" off of "what's" and you

ce

14-ye-

"

AND MORE
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The College of Wooster men's and
women's track teams have been
extremely busy over die past month.
First, the teams wrapped up the indoor
track season with the NCAC Indoor
Championships on March 3 and 4 at
Denison University in Granville, Ohio.
Then the team took two weeks off
before heading to Florida for training
trip to prepare for the outdoor season.
The trip culminated with a majority of
the team competing in the Emory
Invitational at Emory University on
March 25, but a handful of Scots also
competed in the Florida State Relays on
March 23 and 24. Finally, the Scots
ended their whirl wind tour this past
Saturday with the first official meet of
the outdoor season, hosting the
Wooster Invitational.
Indoor Track
In the NCAC
Championship, both the men and
women had moderate success; the
women finished sixth out of nine teams,
and the men finished eighth out of ten
teams. Highlighting the women's performances was VVooster's running
super star, Katie Wieferich '07.
Wieferich was named the NCAC Indoor
Women's
Outstanding
Track
MiddleDistance Runner of the year
thanks to her performance in the 5000
metyrs. Wieferich broke a three-ye- ar
ar
old
old NCAC record and a
Wooster record when she crossed the
line in 17:38.13.
For the third consecutive year, Jill
Berner '06 won the pole vault, edging
out her nearest competitor by three

m

PICKLES,
STREAKERS,

non-scori- ng

.

I

haven't eaten a
nickcross
pickle in quite
sometime. I
mean, I've put relish on a hot dog, but
that doesn't really count, does it? Oh,
and just for anyone who would want
to know, Jordan Casey drinks the
pickle juice out of a dill pickle jar
after the pickles are gone. How
&Aing sick is that?
Anyways, let's start over heyyyyyy
errybody! It's been a long damn time
since my last Sports Boxers appear- -'
ance. I think the editors were upset
that I was more popular than them.
Whatever, I'm just glad to be back for
my fans. Like I said, it's been a long
time, so there has been a lot of things
to talk about that we haven't been
able to discuss until npwl Let's start,
from back before Spring Break. First,
I hope everyone had a safe, fun break.
Now, I had attended the first
Wooster Witt bball game' and witnessed the streaker first-han- d.
I was
at a lacrosse game for most of the
Witt game in the conference tournament, but I heard the streaker made
an appearance again. I got to talking
about this with my friend, Ryan
Sanders, and I asked him what he
thought about the streaker.
"I wouldn't say I was 'turned on,'
per se, but I got that adrenaline rush
when I heard the crowd erupt and
saw what was going on. Although a
prank as immature and juvenile as
streaking probably doesn't belong at
a basketball game, it's hard to be disgusted with something that clever
and ballsy. I kinda wish it was me
who thought of it, because whoever
it was showed the most school spirit
I've seen during my time at Wooster,
as well as a pretty nice ass, if I may
say so. I almost forgot, I wanted to
commend him on the style of his
first streak the white, lacy boy .
shorts over the thong was pure
genius! Good work, whoever you

-

,

are!!!"

If

you weren't there to experience
the streaker at least once, I feel for
you, because I think everyone shared
in the enthusiasm Mr. Sanders exhibited. I know I admired the mystery
man. Keep it up, streaker.
In baseball news, our Fighting
Scots baseball team is off to yet

another hot start, with a record of
20-My prediction: another college
The Scots then
world series appearance, but this time,
performance, but conceded that the two shut
out St.
our guys are walking away with the
stars in his lineup needed some support. v
championship trophy. As far as Major
"I think that while we have improved
University win
League Baseball goes, the season
and are headed in the right direction in
ning every match
debut was this week.
terms of our team standing, we've not to notch a 0
My boys, the Red Sox, won their
yet put together the types of rounds I
victory.
first game, but lost the second. I didbelieve we're capable of."
The Scots had
n't even care about that. I was just
With the NCAC championships fast a harder time
pumped to see a fan throw a syringe
on, j. ft A Jimi,,,, g approaching, Danch realizes the impori
lisposing
at Barry Bonds. Don't worry, folks.
- .l-t- - . II
-- Lau
tance of reducing the gap between the Wi
io
Tim
was no needle on it, so nobody
There
AwH
fR
mi ijaw
uiiucicaicu in wi mci ci njo play
scores at the two ends of the lineup.
Claire, eking out
hurt at all. No risk. Now
was
getting
spasnn
RO far this
Phntn hv .lororm WnhortT
'
"Andy and Brandon need to be more
a
victory.
3
that I think about it, I feel bad for him
consistent, and some combination of with Will Morrison '07 and Grant D'Augustine and Grab continuing for all the crap he has to deal with
the younger guys
Pat Lynch '08, D'Augustine '08 winning in three
their winning ways after moving up from fans. I'm sorry for chuckling at
Jim Ipema '08, Matt Mellott '07,
sets at the top and fifth singles to the second spot in the doubles
the syringe toss, Barry. It was inconErik Shoger '08, or whomever need
respectively.
order.
siderate and offensive. I'm sorry, and
to step forward to help us post scores
Unfortunately nothing lasts forevWe played great against one of J I love you (like a best friend, not like a
that don't include 80's. The next three er and the 0 Scots lost their last the conferences best teams, giving us lover, even though you are pretty
weeks are best fields we'll play in all seatwo matches at Hilton Head to momentum going into the tournahandsome).
son, so if we struggle it'll be magnified
Chicago and Carleton. The Scot's ment," said Grab.
Lastly, but not least, was the
failed to post a point against the then
greatly."
The Scots will look to continue women's NCAA Championship. This
Wooster visits Denison this weekend
25 ranked Chicago squad, but Pat
their stellar season when they travel
was the most exciting game I've seen
to participate in the annual Ted Barclay Grab '09 and D'Augustine managed a to Denison for the Great Lakes
in a long time. It even kept me from
Spring Invitational, where they have victory at third doubles. The Scots Colleges Association Tournament.
studying. Imagine that. This one
traditionally excelled, placing third the again only won one match against a They will face Denison at 1 a.m. in chick (trust me, I don't say "chick" in
last two seasons.
then undefeated Carleton squad. the first round.
a demeaning or sexist tone at all. I
This time however they received a
The Scots then will again face say it more like, "Daaaaamn, I love
point for it as D'Augustine won at Denison as they host them Monday
this chick. She's so independent and
third singles.
before traveling to face Allegheny
intelligent." Something like that.),
The Scots faced off against Ohio next Friday.
Kristi Toliver, hit a nice fade-awjumper in the paint with under a
minute to go, only to follow it up with
2606-260- 7
JUDICIAL BOARD
V.
00
a game-tyin- g
to send the
n
game to overtime. Anyways, the
W
O o
Terps won and I immediately got
EL
To apply you must attend:
ni
X
onto Facebook, being the good stalker
I am, and requested friendship from
Group Interviews
o
some
of those girls, most notably
vO
Wednesday, April 12, from 6:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
o
and Marissa Coleman.
Toliver
Luce Hall, Multipurpose Room
They've got D--l abs, so I'm hoping
Applications are available at
they accept.
bles.
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www.wooster.educampuscouncll,
Center Information Desk, and the Dean of Students Office
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